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Staff Update:
At the November 2021 Planning Commission meeting, this item was deferred by the City to continue to work on the
plan.

Staff Analysis:
In February 2021, the City of Greenville engaged Wernick & Co. to create a micro-area plan for the Village of West
Greenville. The plan scope is to identify strategies to further economic development patterns, consistent with the
unique character of the village and surrounding residential neighborhoods.
Located within the heart of the former Textile Crescent and the western gateway into the City of Greenville, the
Village of West Greenville has experienced renewed activity and investment, in recent years, as an emerging arts
district and home to artists, galleries, and several creative small businesses.
The Village Action Plan focused on a 20-acre study area, centered around the commercial core area along
Pendleton Street. The study area is bounded on four sides by the Norfolk Southern rail corridor (North), Poe West
and Mason Street (East), and the City of Greenville municipal boundaries (South and West).
This Planning Process included significant public engagement from February to June 2021, both in-person and
through virtual platforms. During this time, the City and Wernick & Co. conducted numerous phone and in-person
interviews with stakeholders, artists, business owners, and homeowners, both in and around the study area. A
presentation to the Village of West Greenville Business Association, along with a meeting with the West Greenville
Neighborhood Association, was also held. Wernick and Co. led a virtual public workshop, attended by city staff and
advertised on the City’s website. In addition, a public survey was distributed to stakeholders, through various
associations, and posted on the City’s website, with questions designed to identify the current village user
experience of existing conditions and to solicit ideas for future activation and growth. Sixty-six people participated
and over 2,500 responses were recorded. Through this public meeting and feedback process, the plan’s
parameters, elements, and objectives were created. There was significant public involvement and input throughout
the process, which formed the foundation of its development.

Staff believes this plan is compatible with and supports the goals and ideals of the GVL2040 Comprehensive Plan
and, therefore, staff recommends approval of the Village of West Greenville Micro Area Plan to Planning
Commission with any amendments that Planning Commission would like to include within the plan vote.
Amendments from Initial Public Draft Plan:
In response to comments received from the initial posted public draft in September, the City and Wernick & Co. has
amended that draft plan for this public hearing.
The highlights of these recently included amendments are as follows:
•

Located on page 18 of the plan document, zoning legend to be added on the “Existing Zoning” plan page.

Staff Proposed History Addendum:
In response to comments received from the public to the public draft, the City further proposes to insert this
addendum into “History of the Village” at various locations:
Following the merge of municipalities, the area continued to flourish with its expanding small downtown and
humming textile mills. Then, as with many urban communities throughout South Carolina and the country, highway
construction and global economic circumstances produced negative side effects within existing communities in the
Greenville area.
The construction of Highway 123 in 1965/1966 displaced dozens of homes in the West Greenville area and cut off
the community from Downtown. Together with the construction of Interstates, public and private investment
bypassed West Greenville and pushed into other areas of the City and especially into Greenville County. The
highways and increased automobile ownership also led to the end of trolley lines, which had for decades connected
West Greenville to other mill communities and Downtown.
This era was also especially hard on the Textile industry. While it had been the lifeblood of the community, foreign
competition and rising costs forced the closure of several mills in West Greenville and throughout the Upstate.
Brandon Mill, built in 1901, closed its doors in 1977. Similarly, Woodside Mill, a fixture of the community since 1902
and once the largest textile mill in the United States, closed its doors in 1986.
The closure of the mills not only led to a loss of jobs for residents in West Greenville, but it also led to a domino
effect in the area with business closings and home foreclosures. Further, the population of the area decreased as
people moved out of the area to find better living conditions and work. As people moved out, crime moved in and
led to further public and private disinvestment.
Although the mills and businesses closed in the community, most of the structures remained intact. Thanks to this
preservation and proximity to Greenville’s Downtown, this would lead to West Greenville’s second act.
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It’s unconventional. It’s gritty; a funky enclave on the edge of the City of Greenville, South Carolina in the
heart of the former Textile Crescent; comprised of an eclectic group of people – artists, enterprisers,
residents and altruists – who together have revived an artistic and enterprising spirit in this former mill
village, re-fostered community, and embarked on a collective effort to find redemption.

THIS IS THE VILLAGE OF WEST GREENVILLE.
It has an authentic sense of place. In fact, It was once its own municipality - the center of commerce and social
life for a working-class mill community in the first half of the 20th century, self-contained outside of the City
of Greenville. Although incorporated into the City of Greenville in 1948, the Village's geography and urban
form have remained intact. The Village serves as the City's arts district. Over the past five to 10 years, a small
but critical mass of core commercial building stock has been gradually restored and reactivated with galleries
and an eclectic mix of tenants within a walkable village center enhanced by significant City streetscape
improvements and propelled by First Friday artwalks, which have become a staple for Greenville's art
community and residents who have relocated to the Village. Public art interventions and the recent
introduction of an intimate pedestrian plaza make the Village one of the City's most photographed locations
and give it an undeniably authentic "personality."

FUNKY (adj.): offbeat, unconventional, eccentric
It is unique to Greenville. The tight-knit urban fabric and compact walkable core centered on Pendleton Street
is unlike other commercial districts found in Greenville. It has proven resilient over time, attracting
adventuring artists and makers, eclectic boutiques, destination food and beverage, cultural organizations,
and a mix of creative professionals all drawn to this urban oasis. It has also become a hub for a growing
number of charitable and community-based organizations creating economic opportunities for residents in
West Greenville and adjacent underserved communities.
It is preparing for positive change. There are internal and external factors at play that have brought
increasing investment and change to Greenville's West Side. The Village is the heart and soul of this
resurgence and has seen increased real estate investment. But the paradox is evident. Land values are rising;
there is a heightened fear of displacement of existing residents, artists and tenants. Fortunately, the City
has identified the need to plan for change and work in collaboration with Village stakeholders to facilitate
growth while maintaining the Village's authentic character and identity so important to its vibrancy.
The Village Action Plan is unconventional. In crafting this Village Action Plan, we have taken cues from the
Village itself to capture the spirit of this funky enclave that marches to the beat of its own drum. We’ve
taken an intentional approach to break from the mold of conventional plans. While the Action Plan is informed
by traditional data, mapping, and technical analysis, we've placed an equal emphasis on community
engagement, seeking input from a diverse set of active Village stakeholders. The Village Action Plan focuses
significantly on visual connections and imagery of the Village - its existing conditions, its buildings and public
realm, and the people who contribute to its identity. It is unequivocally tailored to the Village. Fonts and
borders have enhanced texture - a parallel to the textile roots of the Village. We have also incorporated
definitions of select words used by stakeholders to describe the Village, placed organically throughout the
document like the artwork that permeates the Village.

With this Village Action Plan, we hope to encourage a shared identity and self-awareness of what makes the
Village great and where it currently falls short; and to empower City officials and Village stakeholders to be
courageous, enterprising, inclusive, and resourceful in pursuing a plan of action for unlocking the potential of
the Village.
Section I IDENTITY tells the story of the Village – its evolution from mill village to emerging arts district - and
the people and sense of place that make the Village unique. It also sheds light on the diverse makeup of
stakeholders and key community anchors supporting the Village's revival, both inside and outside the
Village Study Area boundaries.
Section II IT TAKES A VILLAGE sheds light on supporting technical data and maps, highlights the City's building
blocks that provide a foundation for reinvestment, and summarizes the extensive community engagement
and input from a diverse group of Village stakeholders that inform our collective understanding of the
Village today.
Section III SWOT ANALYSIS identifies the Village's strengths, weaknesses, threats, and opportunities helping to synthesize key internal and external factors at play in the Village, and providing a baseline for
many of the recommendations in Section IV.
The Village Action Plan is focused intently on converting ideas into action. Section IV UNLOCKING POTENTIAL
is about unlocking the Village's potential as a vibrant mixed-use node through inclusive growth, and sets
forth an array of recommendations organized around 3 strategies: Activation, Connectivity, and Regulation.
Recommended policy interventions and placemaking solutions are intended to be consistent with the City's
Comprehensive Plan, GVL2040, and further four guiding principals of the Village Action Plan: (1) Maintain the
Village's authentic character; (2) Reinforce its unique identity, (3) Facilitate a robust mix of neighborhood
uses and services; and (4) Plan for inclusive growth.
Section V READY FOR ACTION sets forth a roadmap for implementation, identifying short-term and long-term
action items and key priorities for advancing the Village as one of Greenville's mixed-use nodes. Some
recommendations involve low-hanging fruit, initiatives that can be budgeted and advanced in short order.
Other recommendations call for additional community input or intergovernmental cooperation. Following
the GVL2040 Comprehensive Plan framework, the Village Action Plan provides flexibility to embrace new
ideas and opportunities for the Village's evolution in the years to come.
Ultimately, this Plan's success will depend on continued collaboration between Village stakeholders and City
officials working together to prioritize resource allocation and how best to implement the
recommendations set forth herein .
With that, Wernick & Co presents this Village Action Plan to the City of Greenville and the Village
stakeholders. Thank you for allowing us to become a part of this community and to engage with an
amazingly diverse, talented, and passionate group of artists, business owners, residents, property owners,
and committed community leaders on this journey to unlock the potential of the Village of West Greenville.

UNCONVENTIONALLY YOURS,
Steven J. Wernick
Wernick & Co.
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SCOPE OF WORK
Located within the heart of the former Textile Crescent and
the western gateway into the City of Greenville, the Village of
West Greenville has experienced renewed activity and
investment in recent years as an emerging arts district, home
to artists, galleries, and a number of creative small
businesses.

[Credit: Robert William Satterfield / Arcane Remedies]

The City of Greenville engaged Wernick & Co. PLLC in
connection with an action plan for the Village of West
Greenville to identify strategies to further economic
development, improved connectivity and mix of uses and
development patterns consistent with the unique character
of the Village and surrounding residential neighborhoods.

The Village Action Plan is focused on a 20-acre study area comprised of a primarily commercial core centered
around Pendleton Street. The study area is bounded by the Norfolk Southern Rail Corridor (North), Poe West
and Mason Street (East), and the City of Greenville municipal boundaries (South and West).

Village of West Greenville Study Area
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I. IDENTITY

Credit: Ninja Picasso
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The Village of West Greenville is home to a colorful and ecclectic mix
of people living, working, and congregating around art and
"VILLAGE" (noun): a ????
enterprise, who have a shared passion and love for the Village as
Greenville's arts district and hub for creative enterprise.
There is a pervasive work ethic that shines as a continued narrative
from the Village's textile roots. Artists, small business owners, and
property owners have come together through the Village of West
Greenville Business Association to support one another and
contribute to the Village's unique sense of place.

The Village is home to:
60+ unique artists/galleries, services, shops/restaurants
4 small business incubators
11+ galleries participating in First Friday Artwalk
https://www.villagewgvl.com/

"The Village of West Greenville is emerging as a vibrant community
with its own unique personality - a welcoming and diverse
neighborhood for the arts, hospitality and all things that make
our city a great place to live! "

-Mayor Knox White

1. Maintain the Village's authentic character
2. Reinforce its unique identity
3. Facilitate a robust mix of neighborhood uses and services
4. Plan for inclusive growth
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES

The Village Action Plan is intended to identify recommendations to
unlock the potential of the Village as a vibrant, mixed-use arts district,
shaped by the following guiding principles:

HISTORY OF THE VILLAGE
On the western edge of the City of Greenville lies the Village of West Greenville - a prior town center that
developed as a center of commerce to support the mill worker communities that were established at
Woodside and Brandon Mills for the better part of the 20th century.
The area, generally known as “Stradleyville” during the 1860s, began to attract merchants and wealthy
landowners by the early 1900s. Stradleyville gained notoriety throughout Greenville for vagrancy and the
sale of unlicensed liquor. It was referred to as the "Wild west," and due to being located outside the City
boundaries, was policed by only a single, rural police officer.
But it also had a strategic location within close proximity to the Reedy River, the railroads, and the
burgeoning textile mills. By 1914, the area was incorporated as “West Greenville,” and the town began to
flourish shortly thereafter due to the success of the surrounding textile industry. By 1925, Brandon Mill
village had 2,000 residents, Residential, commercial, and institutional development expanded to support
the growing mill communities. The mill village was a contained independent unit and economic system, and
even had its own baseball team. "Shoeless" Joe Jackson, known widely for his involvement in the Black Sox
Scandal of 1919, was a product of Brandon Mill before he went on to star in the major league.
Following the Great Depression, World War II, and changes in the textile industry, West Greenville began to
experience a gradual economic decline. In November 1948, West Greenville revoked its charter and merged
with the City of Greenville.
The economic decline of the textile mills and the mill village happened in parallel with the period of racial
integration in South Carolina. Prompted by federal mandate in the 1960s, the mills opened their doors to
African-American workers. In 1965, only 5% of mill workers were African-American. By 1970, that number
increased to 20%. But integration was accompanied by a greater economic shift in the textile industry.
According to a 2018 article in the Greenville News, "[t]he combination of cheap imports, mergers, greater
automation, and economic recessions in 1973, 1980 and 1983 led the textile industry to shred nearly a
million jobs between 1970 and 1996." With 'white flight' to the suburbs, many of the social anchors and
facilities vital to the sense of community and civic life were closed or torn down. Brandon and Woodside
Mills were eventually shuttered, signaling the end of Greenville’s reign as Textile Capital of the World.
Reawakening. In the early 2000s, after decades of disinvestment, artists began to locate in the old
abandoned brick buildings lining Pendleton Street and throughout the Village. Most notably, the Brandon
Mill General Store was purchased in 2001 by Diane Kilgore Condon and converted into the ArtBomb Studios a collective of affordable artist studio spaces. A handful of retail and restaurants remained open along
the west end of Pendleton Street, with empty storefronts and homes in decline dotting the landscape of
the once thriving mill community. Following the artists, businessmen Richard Heusel and Michael Watts
started investing in the Village, renovating old commercial buildings for new purposes.

Bridging the Village's industrious history with a new
artistic energy, Greenville Center for Creative Arts (GCCA)
opened in the renovated West Village Lofts at Brandon
Mill in 2015. Today, the Village continues to exhibit many
qualities of the past - a sense of entrepreneurship, grit,
resiliency, and rebuilding.
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Brandon Mill [Courtesy of West Village Lofts at Brandon Mill]

1920s
West Greenville
flourishes due to
booming textile industry

1902
Woodside Mill opens
and begins
operations

1860s

1914

Stradleyville begins
to take shape

Stradleyville is
officially
incorporated as
West Greenville

1900

1925
Brandon Mill village had
2,000 residents; local
economy thriving with mix
of residential, commercial
and civic uses

Brandon Mill opens
and begins
operations

Woodside Mill

[Source: South Carolina Department of Archives]

Brandon Mill

[Source: South Carolina Department of Archives]
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1977
Brandon Mill
closes its doors

1948
November 1948 - West
Greenville Charter
revoked and merged
with City of Greenville.

1950s-1970s
Textile industry begins gradual
decline and automate; Economic
disinvestment in Village; mill
houses sold

2000s
2001 - ArtBomb Studios
opens its doors in former
Brandon Mill Village Store
Artists move into the
Village and an emerging
arts district begins to
unfold.

Flatiron Building, during First Fridays 6-9pm
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[Credit: Sunny Mullarkey]

[Credit: Joseph Bradley Studios]

ARTISTS IN ACTION

[Credit: Patricia Kilburg Studio]

[Credit: Julius Ferguson]

[Credit: Darin R. Gerhke Ceramics]

Artists appearing on this page include: (top row) Traci Martin and Sunny Mullarkey, (2nd row) Joseph Bradley and painting by Julius Ferguson,
(3rd row) Patricia Kilburg and Darrin R. Gehrke, (bottom row) Mark Mulfinger, Greenville Center for Creative Arts, and Nick Burns (aka Ninja Picasso)
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[Credit: Nick Burns]

THE VILLAGE

On the Move

From Mill Village
Greenville was known as the Textile Capital of the
world; the Village of West Greenville was the
commercial center of the Textile Crescent.

[Source: South Carolina Department of Archives]

In November 1948, West Greenville
revoked its charter and merged with
the City of Greenville.*

WITHIN A 12‐YEAR PERIOD FOLLOWING WORLD
WAR II, 90% OF MILL HOUSES IN GREENVILLE
COUNTY WERE SOLD.*

NOV

1948

*CITY OF GREENVILLE HISTORIC RESOURCES SURVEY, 2018

WHAT'S IN THE VILLAGE?
30

20

10

0

Businesses

Artists/Galleries

Restaurants

Shops

"ONE OF THE UPCOUNTRY CITY’S MOST
INTRIGUING AREAS IS WEST GREENVILLE, AN
ENCLAVE THAT HAS BEEN TRANSFORMED
INTO AN ARTISTIC AND ENTREPRENEURIAL
DISTRICT."
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-The New York Times

EXISTING CONDITIONS
The Village | At a Glance
The Village is situated at the western edge of the City of Greenville, centered along Pendleton Street.
Observing existing conditions within the 20-acre study area, we find significant contrast and transitions in
conditions traveling east-west along the Pendleton Street Corridor and traversing north-south within the
Village.
Below is a summary of general conditions within the following four geographic sub-areas:
1. Village Center | Pendleton Street corridor between Irvine Street and Lois Avenue
2. Village West | area between Lois Avenue/Smith Street and City boundaries
3. Village East | area between Irvine Street and Mason Street
4. Village North | area between Branwood Street and Poe West
These sub-areas include cultural and economic anchors with historic significance connecting back to the
textile industry, including Poe West in the north, and Art Bomb and Brandon Mill in the west. These anchors
have been largely revitalized in recent years. Due to their size and location, these anchors serve as catalysts
for improving the surrounding conditions, and magnets for a complementary business environment.
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Village Center
During the 1920s and 1930s, the north and south sides of Pendleton Street were developed to support the
surrounding Brandon and Woodside Mill communities.
The one-story brick and mortar buildings that originally served the mill village have in recent years been
adaptively reused into local artist studios, small business shopfronts, restaurants, and personal services.
New artistic signage, including painted signs appear on a number of shopfronts, including The Village Grind,
which sits in the location of a former home goods store.
The north side of Pendleton exhibits a contiguous, urban, small-scale character, with one and two-story
buildings located at the sidewalk edge with a variety of colors and solid brick façades. Façade improvements
and intentional variation in colorful building exteriors establish a rhythm that is visually interesting and
diversifies the tenant mix. While maintaining a similar urban form and scale, the south side of Pendleton
Street consists of longer singular building typologies and larger tenant spaces, primarily operating as F&B
establishments today.
Eleven buildings are located on the north side of Pendleton, between Lois Ave and Irvine Street - home to The
Village Grind, Coastal Crust, Pace Jewelers, Alchemy Salon, Rocker Belles, Beautiful Demise, Darin R. Gehrke
Ceramics, Sovereign Plants, Indigo Flow & Art, and the Salt Box, a small business incubator with an eclectic mix
of boutique shops tucked behind storefronts on Pendleton. Seven buildings line the south side of Pendleton
street, between Smith Street and the terminus of Irvine Street at the West Greenville Plaza Shopping Center home to a variety of retail, service, and food and beverage establishments, including Bar Margaret, Brains on
Fire, RED28, and Lashbar.
Pendleton Street is anchored by the Village Plaza. A former extension of Perry Avenue that intersected with
Pendleton Street, just east of the primary intersection with Lois Avenue, the Village Plaza is a welcoming
hardscaped/landscaped civic space closed to auto traffic and anchored by Spindle, a sculptural installation
donated in 2019. New businesses have located in renovated storefronts opening up to the plaza, including
Community Journals, Kuka Juice, Modern Properties and The Anchorage. A two-story brick infill building was
recently constructed, helping to complete the frontage of liner buildings framing the Village Plaza, and is
currently occupied by Oxford Barber Shop.
This stretch of Pendleton features recent City of Greenville streetscape improvements including new
sidewalks, curb cuts for on-street parking and future locations for crosswalks, dedicated landscape areas
that provide a buffer between the pedestrian realm and car traffic, and new street lighting and trash cans.
This area of the Village has an eclectic representation of public art, including the Pendleton Plaza installation,
large building murals, and ironwork.
The main intersection in the Village is at Lois Avenue and Pendleton Street. The buildings along Lois Avenue
north of Pendleton Street continue the small-scale character with shopfront entrances at the sidewalk,
including Village Wrench and Growler Haus; Pendleton Street is bookended at the Village study area
boundaries by a collection of underutilized sites that are coterminous with the current streetscape
improvements and demarcate a transition area that has less foot traffic and is devoid of activated building
frontage and shops. West of Smith Street there is a former one-story bank building setback on a hill and
currently occupied by artist studios. To the west of Lois Avenue is a surface parking lot that serves a variety
of businesses on Pendleton Street and Lois Avenue.
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Village West
The area west of Lois Avenue along Pendleton Street reflects a
mix of existing conditions that varies from activated commercial
buildings to auto body shops and vacant lots. The north side of
Pendleton Street is generally a continuation of one and twostory legacy buildings with traditional retail shopfronts and a mix
of small businesses and personal service establishments,
including popular destinations Revival Butchery, The Fringed
Gypsy and Arcane Remedies.
Properties south of Pendleton Street are some of the least
activated within the Village - with conditions ranging from
surface parking lots to auto body shops abutting the City's
western municipal boundary with unincorporated Greenville
County, which is typically evident by the lack of streetscape
improvements and abrupt transition to aging mill homes and
odd-shaped vacant lots. The entrance to the Village traveling
east on Pendleton Street remains largely industrial and
uninviting to pedestrians, with limited pedestrian and bicycle
infrastructure. The conditions are highlighted by heavy vehicular
traffic entering the Village during the morning commute.
Village West is anchored by ArtBomb Studios and West Village
Lofts at Brandon Mill, and is the home of Greenville Center for
Creative Arts (GCCA), a visual arts center offering educational
programming and the Brandon Fellowship, a 12-month program
for young emerging artists in Greenville. Although located
outside the City limits, both facilities played a significant role in
the early development of the Village, and were two of the early
adaptive use projects that injected life back into the Village and
established the Village's artistic identity.
Located in the former Brandon Mill general store at 1320
Pendleton Street, this two-story brick building was acquired and
repurposed 20 years ago by Diane Kilgore Condon as a thriving
local artist collective workspace. ArtBomb Studios became a
sanctuary for artists looking for affordable studio space and a
key part of First Fridays Artwalk.
Brandon Mill reflects an important sense of place and identity for
the Village. Without Brandon Mill, there would be no Village,
Spearheaded by developer Pace Burt, the revitalization of
Brandon Mill was one of the first mill conversions, opening in 2016
as the West Village Lofts at Brandon Mill, and home to GCCA. While
serving as an anchor and catalyst for reinvestment in West
Greenville, it is located outside of the City limits and lacks
connectivity to the surrounding neighborhood.
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Village East
Village East is one of the gateway entrances to the Village along
Pendleton Street. The area is generally located between Mason
Street and Irvine Street, to the north and south of Pendleton
Street.
The area consists of several large vacant or underutilized sites
sitting prominently along the north and south sides of Pendleton
Street. These include the West Greenville Plaza Shopping Center,
the second largest commercial site in the Village, with an expansive
surface parking lot dotted with a lone ATM and prominent pylon
sign fronting on Pendleton and Burdette Streets. The U-shaped
commercial center consists of a mix of vacant storefronts and lowtraffic tenants. Existing connections within this area are
disjointed, with broken, narrow sidewalks or no sidewalks at all. The
vacant sites north of Pendleton Street are being used for overflow
parking and/or temporary signage to help direct visitors to Poe
West. These sites are ripe for future redevelopment.
Between these underutilized sites lies the Flatiron Building. Built in
the 1920s, it was the sewing department for the Piedmont Plush Mill
and later became the gathering place for mill workers to meet and
discuss unionization efforts. Representatives from surrounding
mill villages would meet on the second story of the Flatiron Building
to hold secretive meetings. For many years, the downstairs space
was used as art studios while the second story sat empty. The
building is currently being restored and activated and will host
multiple new tenants in the creative arts and design services with
a micro-gallery/lobby accessible from Pendleton Street.
Mason Street, which forms the southeast boundary of the Village
study area at Burdette Street and Traction Street, includes a
handful of small residential structures that have been renovated
and converted into welcoming modest live-work spaces (e.g. Mason
Street Studios and Kotkomm). These buildings create a natural
transition towards the residential neighborhood. New infill homes
have been constructed within walking distance of the Village
Center and are attracting residents with an appreciation for living
in an active arts and cultural district.
Just east of the study area boundaries, Pendleton Street is home
to a number of civic uses. The Center for Educational Excellence
[CEE] acts as a key community anchor for the West Greenville
African-American community. CEE provides educational programs
and a renowned youth boxing club aimed at closing the
achievement gap affecting minority students in Greenville. Mill
Village Ministries is in the process of building a new 2-story
structure on the north side of Pendleton Street, which will house
the organization's social enterprises serving the community.
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Village North
Village North is defined as the area from Branwood Street to
Perry Avenue, including the expansive Poe West, one of the newly
activated anchors in the Village.
Located in the northeast corner of the study area, Poe West is
the former Poe Hardware & Supply Company site, which today
comprises 60,000 square feet of collaborative commercial and
office space, experiential retail, and innovative craft food and
beverage operators. Poe West includes Unlocked Coffee
Roasters, LaRue Fine Chocolate, Carolina Bauernhaus Brewery &
Winery, The Junkyard, 98 Ventures, and the Truist Center for
Culinary and Hospitality Innovation (CHI), which opened in summer
2020 and is introducing a variety of programs and training for
local residents and underserved populations. Poe West is flanked
by the elevated Norfolk Southern railway to the north, Doe Street
and West Greenville School to the east, and Perry Avenue to the
south.
The area between Branwood Street and Perry Avenue includes
small single frontage lots with shallow depths, a scattering of
vacant infill sites, single-family homes and duplexes, artist studio
space, and a city-owned 23-space surface parking lot accessible
from Bramwood Street. Perry Avenue has been converted to
one-way west of Irvine Street. Cars travel westbound and loop
around to Branwood Street, passing the Village Plaza and cityowned parking lot before returning to Irvine Street. Branwood
Street is largely treated as the back of house (or rear yard) by
the commercial buildings fronting on Pendleton Street.
West Greenville Baptist Church sits on the east side of Irvine
Street and Perry Avenue, and falls outside of the study area. To
the east of the Study Area along Perry Avenue is the West
Greenville residential neighborhood, historically an AfricanAmerican neighborhood, facing issues of connectivity and access
to food and basic goods and services.
Due to the elevation change from Pendleton Street to Perry
Avenue, and the Norfolk Southern rail line to the north, the
connections to Poe West are limited. Because of the variation in
elevation and lack of well-located directional signage, Poe West is
not visible from Pendleton Street, making it challenging for new
visitors to find, despite its close proximity to Pendleton Street
and the Village Plaza.
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COMMUNITY IN ACTION
The Village of West Greenville is a
resourceful community with diverse
stakeholder needs. Community-based
organizations play an important role
and should continue to do so for the
Village to unlock its potential and
facilitate inclusive growth.
The Center for Educational Equity (CEE) is
one of many non-profit organizations
active in the Village and surrounding
residential communities. For the past 20
years, CEE has focused on addressing
the gap in achievement and discipline
affecting
minority
students
in
Greenville. CEE operates the Greenville
Boxing Club - a boxing club that instills
discipline and anger management in
youth from underserved communities

Photographer: Will Crooks | Courtesy Center for Educational Equity (CEE)
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ENTERPRISE IN ACTION
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II. IT TAKES A VILLAGE

[Credit: David Gerhard]
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IT TAKES A VILLAGE
To really understand the Village and its current attraction and limitations, we need to see what's going on
behind the scenes. Section II includes an overview of the physical fitness of the Village, including relevant
market data, demographics, and maps showing the Village within the context of the City of Greenville and
surrounding communities and former mills. This section also provides information on existing land use,
zoning and future land use designation and consistency with GVL2040, as well as a summary of the City’s
planning efforts and key investments in public infrastructure that form the building blocks for
revitalization.
Additionally, Section II includes a synopsis and key findings from a public survey conducted in April 2021 by
the City of Greenville Planning Department. Local artists, commercial property owners, residents, and small
business owners have been active for several years in the Village through the business association and
through their own enterprises, making the Village an intriguing destination. In unconventional commercial
districts experiencing change and regeneration, like in the Village, direct feedback from a diverse group of
stakeholders is helpful to understanding the user experience and identifying where there is consensus
among stakeholders on issues and needs within the study area.

6 INGREDIENTS TO A VIBRANT URBAN VILLAGE
1. Small and intimate. The area can comfortably be covered on foot. The scale of the buildings and spaces is
suitable and comfortable. The residential density can sustain key services.
2. Unique spatial identity. The area has defined boundaries, an identifiable center, and a sense of place with
community landmarks. Regular community events and festivals. Residents create and value collective
memories.
3. Designed for social interaction. There is ample public and green space, which is used in many ways
Facilities are provided for community events and everyday activities. Hubs generate social interaction, and
there is a network of walkable routes.
4. Locally driven and locally responsive. Community and local business organizations have a voice and
involvement in daily life; leadership understands and recognizes its needs and priorities.
5. Functional. A strong mix of both traditional and organically evolving uses.
6. A mixed community. Mix of ages, backgrounds, incomes, and housing tenures. Residents know and trust
each other. Presence of long-time stakeholders provides continuity and foundation.
Source: KS Scanlon, London School of Economics (2016)
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MAPS | DATA | DEMOGRAPHICS
The following demographic and market analysis was provided by the City of Greenville’s Economic
Development Department via ESRI (May 25, 2021) and CoStar (February 19, 2021).

HOUSING & DEVELOPMENT

PEOPLE

Demographics
The Village of West Greenville had a 2020 estimated population of 561 people with a median age of
33.9. The Village’s population declined from 604 people in 2010 and the median age increased from
32.5 years old in 2010. The 2025 average household size is only estimated to grow by 0.11%., hovering
around 2.94.
In terms of racial groups, the Village is 71.4% Black, 20% White, and 9.1% Hispanic. At one time in the
20th century, one out of three residents was employed in the textile industry. Today, the largest
employment by industry is Services (52%), followed by Retail Trade (15.6%), and Manufacturing
(9.5%). The population is traditionally working class, with pockets of low-income households on
fixed incomes and subsidized housing. Median household income in 2020 was below Greenville's
average at $21,144 and is anticipated to increase to $22,903 by 2025.
The total number of total housing units only increased by three units from 2010 to 2020, which signals
the lack of new housing options in the Village study area. The housing within the Village is
predominantly Renter-Occupied, (63.4%), compared to Owner-Occupied (17.6%). Vacant housing units
are estimated to be 18.5%. And there has been some conversion and demolition of aging residential
structures within the Village.
In conversations with stakeholders and members of the West Greenville Neighborhood Association,
there are concerns about the threat of overdevelopment within the Village and the need to provide
a mixed-income approach to housing, but also a recognition that promoting housing opportunities
for lower income households will require funding mechanisms and other development incentives.
Despite fears of overdevelopment, loss of character, and rising rents, the CoStar report, which
represents 2020-2021 market data activity in the Village, indicates very little new construction has
been delivered in the Village in the past 10 years. The most recent new construction was in 2017, and
that brought approximately 4,000 SF to the Village. The main construction activity in the Village over
the past 20 years has been minor additions and renovations to facilitate adaptive reuse of existing
commercial and industrial building stock.
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EXISTING ZONING

The most prevalent zoning throughout the Village study area is RDV, Redevelopment
District, which makes up the Village Center, Village West, and most of Village East, followed
by S-1, Service District (representing the Poe West development) and eight properties
along Branwood and Irvine Streets identified as RM-1, Single-Family, and Multi-Family
Residential District.

PUBLIC PARKING
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On-Street Parking
Pendleton
Perry / Branwood
Traction
Surface Parking Lot
Branwood Lot
TOTAL PARKING

Spaces
25
21
18
Spaces
23
87

FUTURE LAND USE MAP

The Future Land Use Map identified in GVL2040 classifies the Village as Urban Node Mixed-Use

LAND USE BY THE NUMBERS
Commercial

Institutional/Religious

Surface Parking

Vacant and/or Underutilized

37%
51%

7%
5%
Surface parking lots and vacant/underutilized lots (which includes commercial use parcels identified
by County Tax Appraiser information) account for 43.84% of property within the Village study area.
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MARKET ANALYSIS | COMMERCIAL

Year

Source: CoStar

The majority of the buildings along Pendleton Street were vacant as recently as 5-10 years ago.
Significant adaptive reuse investments by visionary property owners like Richard Heusel, and Michael
Watts, coupled with the City's infrastructure improvements in the Village, have brought creative
startups and established local businesses in the Village, The completion and opening of Poe West in
2020 provided a boost in available leasable space in the Village, with the total amount of space just
under 40,000 square feet.
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MARKET ANALYSIS | COMMERCIAL
The Village has a total of 58 existing structures, with an average building size of 2,100 square feet.
Analytics from Co-Star show that over the past 12 months, there has been little to no demolition or
new square footage added to the Village. There is increased availability of commercial space (38,700
square feet), however demand has declined by 8.9%.

The Village has been through various cycles of growth and contraction. Early 2017 and late 2018 into
early 2019 were periods of positive leasing activity and growing business activity in the Village. Late
2017 and early 2020 were periods of high vacancies and low absorption (high available square footage
for lease). It is evident the Village was heavily impacted by the pandemic- net absorption was at a
record low paired with record high vacancy rates within a 10-year period. Although market rents per
square foot have steadily increased from $9/SF to $12.50/SF year-over-year, 2020 data identified the
largest amount of vacant and available square footage (38,000 SF) since the Village began its
emergence as Greenville's arts and destination retail district; primarily due to the opening of Poe West,
which sits on over three acres and comprises roughly one-third of the Village study area.
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VILLAGE MARKET TRENDS
THE VILLAGE HAS
BEEN THROUGH
VARIOUS CYCLES OF
GROWTH AND
CONTRACTION.
VACANCY RATES
ARE CURRENTLY
AT A RECORD
HIGH.

Year

THE VILLAGE WAS
IMPACTED HEAVILY
BY THE PANDEMIC.

Year

NET ABSORPTION IS
CURRENTLY AT A
RECORD LOW.

Year

LITTLE NEW CONSTRUCTION
HAS BEEN DELIVERED IN THE
VILLAGE, WITH ONLY~4,000
SF OF NET DELIVERIES
ADDED TO THE VILLAGE IN
EARLY 2017.
Year
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Source: CoStar

BEHIND THE NUMBERS
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BEHIND THE NUMBERS
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BUILDING BLOCKS
Over the past 20 years, the City of Greenville has created two plans that specifically contemplate future
improvements within the area around the Village of West Greenville - the 2002 West Greenville Master Plan
and the 2014 West Side Comprehensive Plan. These plans focus primarily on stabilizing and improving the
neighborhoods and residential building stock within West Greenville and reinforcing the importance of
Pendleton Street as a walkable mixed-use commercial corridor.

2002 West Greenville Master Plan
The 2002 West Greenville Master Plan focused largely on improvements and infill housing opportunities for
increasing homeownership and amenities to support quality of life in the neighborhoods of West Greenville.
However, the 2002 plan provided basic goals and strategies to help advance the Village as a commercial
district, including strengthening the neighborhood commercial uses along Pendleton Street and increasing
density in the areas closest to the business district to support local businesses.

2014 West Side Comprehensive Plan
The 2014 West Side Comprehensive Plan built off of the West Greenville Master Plan, but for a more
significant area of Greenville. It included neighborhoods and nodes within the western half of the City of
Greenville experiencing renewed life and reinvestment while also serving a diverse population and variety of
needs, The 2014 West Side Comprehensive Plan incorporated a number of specific suggestions to enhance
the Village, those including:
Design changes to Pendleton Street to create a
walkable environment, recognized as critical to its
success as a vibrant, mixed use corridor.
Infrastructure and transit improvements,
including streetscaping, the addition of a speed
table to slow traffic on the western edge of the
Village, an enhanced pedestrian environment, the
addition of a trolley circulator route, and creation
of a central plaza.
Improvement of the Lois Avenue/Woodside
Avenue underpass.
Source: 2014 West Side Comprehensive Plan
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Revision of the RDV to provide more development
flexibility, support increased residential density,
and create a more walkable urban neighborhood.

BUILDING BLOCKS
Following the 2014 West Side Comprehensive Master Plan, the City of Greenville invested in significant public
infrastructure throughout the Village, which has helped transform the physical landscape and contributed
to its continued revitalization.

City's Investment in Public Infrastructure | Streetscape Improvements
As part of its ongoing commitment to encourage redevelopment and infill for commercial corridors. Since
2012, the City has invested more than $600,000 in streetscape improvements that include tree and shrub
planting, stormwater planters, crosswalks, decorative street lamps, signage, and sidewalk construction.
Construction of the first phase of the Pendleton streetscape project was completed in September 2015, and
the City has since completed six additional phases of streetscape improvements.

Village Harvest Mural
In 2016, the City also provided funding toward the Village Harvest Mural, a vibrant public art installation by
local artists Elizabeth Kinney and Sunny Mullarkey, which adorns the side of The Anchorage at the corner of
Pendleton Street and Lois Avenue. It has become one of the most recognizable images of Greenville,
appearing in The New York Times and other high profile media on the Village as Greenville's emerging arts
district in recent years.

[Courtesy: Cherington Shucker]
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BUILDING BLOCKS
Village Plaza
The Village Plaza, located at Branwood Street and Perry Avenue, provided a much-needed urban gathering
place for Village residents, tenants, and visitors. Once the terminus of Perry Avenue at Pendleton Street, this
neglected asphalt street end was transformed by the City into a Village anchor, providing a right-sized civic
square and respite from Pendleton Street, and spurring private reinvestment and activation of The
Anchorage and other businesses fronting on the plaza. It is also home to the Spindle, a sculpture by artist
Blessing Hancock, which pays tribute to the area's textile heritage.

Source: City of Greenville

LAYING THE FOUNDATION

Source: City of Greenville
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Spindle: 2019
By Blessing Hancock;
Funding provided by Artisphere and
The City of Greenville's Arts and Public Places Commission
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BUILDING BLOCKS
GVL2040
In February 2021, the City of Greenville adopted the GVL2040 Comprehensive Plan, a citywide plan
taking a thoughtful approach to shaping growth in Greenville around nodes and corridors, while
protecting existing residential neighborhoods. GVL2040 calls for planning policies and strategies that
are enterprising, resourceful, inclusive, and courageous.
GVL2040 identifies the Village as a future Node: a compact, walkable, and mixed-use activity center or
hub where an increased concentration of residential, employment, retail, transit, and other uses are
located. Uses in a node may be mixed both vertically and horizontally. Nodes have a traditionally
scaled urban form of four-story to six-story buildings and an average of 30 dwelling units per acre.
The City's new comprehensive plan reflects the broadest vision and values of its residents and other
stakeholders. It is the most fundamental building block for tailoring strategies and land development
regulations for the Village.

Source: GVL2040 Comprehensive Plan, Greenville, SC, Pg. 43
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Be a courageous community.
GVL2040 IDENTIFIES THE VILLAGE AS A
POTENTIAL "NODE"
ENCOURAGES SMALL AREA PLANS TO HELP
MAKE BOLD DECISIONS FOR POSITIVE
FUTURE GROWTH
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT PROCESS
Wernick & Co., in collaboration with City staff, led a variety of public
engagement opportunities throughout Phase I. The engagement included
in-person site visits throughout the study area, extensive stakeholder
interviews, presentations to the West Greenville Neighborhood
Association and Village of West Greenville Business Association, and a
public survey. The total number of stakeholder participants engaged
during Phase I is estimated at 150 - 200 people.

TIMELINE

February 16 - 19: Wernick & Co. in Greenville | Site Visits
Met with community leaders and stakeholders, City officials and City
staff, and conducted multiple interviews. Site tour of the Village of West
Greenville to collect existing condition data and photos of study area.

February 16 - June 1: Stakeholder Interviews
Conducted phone and in-person interviews and had numerous additional
conversations with stakeholders, artists, business owners, and
homeowners both in and around the Study Area.
February 23: Presentation to Village of West Greenville Business Association
March 1: Meeting with West Greenville Neighborhood Association
April 9 - 16: Stakeholder Public Survey
Public survey distributed to stakeholders through associations and
posted on City's website. Questions related to identity of the Village,
current experience of existing conditions, and future activation and
growth. 66 people participated and over 2,500 responses were recorded.
April 15: Virtual Public Workshop
W&Co. led a virtual public workshop attended by City staff; advertised
on City's website and mailed notice to property owners of record; invite
circulated by associations.

STAKEHOLDER WORKING GROUP
JOSEPH BRADLEY
RYAN JOHNSTON
REV. VARDREY FLEMING
INEZ MORRIS
STEPHEN NAVARRO
HENRY HOROWITZ
KATIE HUGHES
KATIE SKOLOFF
TOM FELTON
CHERINGTON SHUCKER
ANN WRIGHT
WILL ROCHE
ROB POPPLETON
DAN WEIDENBENNER
PAMELA ADAMS
DON KOONCE
SUNNY MULLARKEY
CITY COUNCIL
KNOX WHITE, MAYOR
LILLIAN BROCK FLEMMING
WIL BRASINGTON
JOHN DEWORKEN
DOROTHY DOWE
KEN GIBSON
RUSSELL STALL
CITY MANAGER'S OFFICE
JOHN MCDONOUGH, MANAGER
EDEN FREEMAN
SHANNON LAVRIN
CITY STAFF
JONATHAN B. GRAHAM
COURTNEY POWELL
HAROLD EVANGELISTA
MONIQUE MATTISON
TRACY RAMSEUR
MARY DOUGLAS HIRSCH
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PUBLIC SURVEY

Wernick & Co., together with City of Greenville Planning staff, prepared and circulated a
public survey to stakeholders, which included approximately 25 questions tailored to
understanding the identity of the Village, current experiences of existing conditions
and services, and future activation and growth possibilities. 66 individuals participated
in the survey and over 2,500 responses were recorded.
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PUBLIC SURVEY RESULTS

What WORD best describes the Village of West Greenville's unique character?
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PUBLIC SURVEY RESULTS
The Village is
comprised primarily
of locally-owned
small businesses,
with 66% employing
2-10 employees.

Majority of business
owners surveyed
have been in the
Village for 5+ years.
73% have been
operating for more
than two years.

Survey results
indicate a resiliency
among artists & small
business owners
committed to growing
with the Village, even
despite COVID-19 and
other challenges.
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PUBLIC SURVEY RESULTS

"I love the vibe of The Village. It's
also one of the only places close
to downtown that is affordable
to start a new business."

"We loved the
community
feel."

"I wanted to
be apart of
sharing the
area with my
clients."

Why did you locate
your business in
the Village?

"To be apart of the
revitalization to the
community and uphold
its creative history."

"I want to be a part
in growing it!"

"Opportunity to make a
great place."
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"Feels very
artistic, free
and open to
possibilities"

"We felt that the atmosphere
was more local, directed more
toward the community."

PUBLIC SURVEY RESULTS

Do you feel safe
walking on
Pendleton Street ?
81% of respondents
felt very safe or
somewhat safe
during the day.
That number
dropped to 45% at
night.
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PUBLIC SURVEY RESULTS

98% of respondents
park once per visit
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III. SWOT ANALYSIS
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SWOT ANALYSIS
SWOT analysis is a strategic planning tool used to identify and take stock of internal strengths and weaknesses, and
to understand external threats and opportunities affecting a particular study area. In the context of the Village, this
SWOT analysis plays a critical role in synthesizing data and spatial analysis conducted by Wernick & Co with direct
input from City staff, City officials, and Village stakeholders .

S

STRENGTHS
Unique Character

The Village boasts a collection of one-story and two-story commercial building stock,
fronting on Pendleton Street that forms the heart of the Village study area, wrapping
around Lois Avenue, These buildings retain the grit and texture of its roots as a mill
village. Painted brick facades and recessed windows create a unique visual contrast
and rhythm, inviting pedestrians to experience eclectic offerings on Pendleton Street.
Side and rear walls provide textured canvasses for murals that reinforce the Village's
identity as Greenville's arts district.

Anchored by Arts & Incubators
The Village has an established arts community entrenched in its identity and
responsible for its recent revival as an emerging arts district. Original anchors include
ArtBomb Studios and Greenville Center for Creative Arts, a 501c3 housed at West Village
Lofts at Brandon Mill dedicated to enriching the cultural fabric of the community
through visual arts promotion, education, and inspiration. Located just outside the
Village study area and City boundaries, these anchors helped spark First Friday
Artwalks, which has drawn visitors to the emerging arts district. In addition to local
artists working and displaying art, murals, and sculptures can be found throughout the
Village. The Village is also home to the Truist Culinary and Hospitality Innovation Center,
The facility, which opened in 2020, is a public/private partnership through Greenville
Tech, providing a neighborhood-based venue for education and job training in culinary
arts.

Resourceful in Adaptive Use of Vacant Buildings
The Village's solid brick buildings have been renovated and readily adapted for a mix of
uses in recent years, showing the resiliency of the Village to regenerate and reclaim its
role in Greenville's renaissance. ArtBomb Studios was one of the first adaptive use
projects that brought local artists to the Village. The Flatiron dates back to the 1920s
and plays a key role in anchoring the eastern gateway to the Village, Pendleton Street's
largest single tenant building was converted into 5 distinct storefronts and one large
multi-tenant space called Saltbox. Taking its name from the vernacular architecture of
original mill homes south of Pendleton, this building offers short-term, full-service
leases geared toward local startups.

WORKING ARTISTS CONVERGED ON THE INEXPENSIVE BUILDING STOCK,
RECOGNIZING THE ADAPTABILITY OF THE OLD BRICK BUILDINGS
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Enterprising Textile Spirit
The Village has maintained its enterprising textile spirit, as small business owners
and entrepreneurs have brought authentic goods and services into the Village. The
Village is also home to workspaces for creative professionals who express a strong
connection to the identity of the Village, and socialize in the Village at lunch or after
work hours. Many of the murals and public art installations in the village, as well as
painted building signs, reference the Village's industrial past and are the product of
local artists with strong ties to the area.

TOP REASONS CITED BY BUSINESS OWNERS FOR LOCATING IN THE VILLAGE IS
THE DESIRE TO BE "NEAR THE ARTS" AND "BE PART OF A COMMUNITY"

Diversity Among Stakeholders
Another strength is the diversity of stakeholders actively participating in the
Village. These include a broad swath of local artists, small business owners,
residents, property owners, and community activists congregating and sharing
ideas. Stakeholders range widely in age, race, ethnicity, and gender
identification. Based on information provided by the Village of West Greenville
Business Association, as of April 2021, roughly 50% of all tenants located in the
Village study area are minority-owned/operated businesses, including Sovereign
Plants, Varsity Goods, Eighty 8th Avenue, RED at 28th, Bar Margaret, and craft
industry newcomers, Unlocked Coffee, and Distinct Cider Room. Diversified
community and faith-centric organization, like Mill Village Ministries also play a
key role in the Village, extending goods and services to underserved
communities and seeking partnerships to create economic opportunities for
young people.

Proximity to Downtown and City Facilities
The Village is located in the heart of the former Textile Crescent, only two miles
from downtown Greenville and one mile west of the historic West End. Although
situated on the western edge of the City of Greenville, the Village is within a five
minute drive of Unity Park and the Reedy River, the Swamp Rabbit Trail, St.
Francis hospital, Fluor Field, Greenville Senior High School, and numerous
churches and community services.

Good Bones to Support Future Node
The Village has a strong sense of place defined by a tightly-knit urban fabric
conducive to a traditional village. The Village "grid" facilitates infrastructure
reinvestments that can readily be leveraged for improved mobility, safety, and
private investment. The City's investment in a series of streetscape improvements,
including wider sidewalks, planters, and lighting has helped transform this stretch of
Pendleton Street into an inviting, walkable district and played a major role in the
Village's revival. New streetscape improvements have also been installed at Poe
West on Perry Avenue connecting to the Village Plaza.
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W

WEAKNESSES
Connectivity Gaps

The City’s streetscape improvements along Pendleton Street and Perry Avenue adjacent to Poe West in
combination with the plaza at the terminus of Perry Avenue at Pendleton Street have been a tremendous boost
to walkability and pedestrian activation in the Village. However, the Village remains disconnected – with narrow
unprotected sidewalks along Pendleton Street abutting vehicular traffic lanes in both directions, and similar
hostile conditions when entering the Village from the north and south.

82% OF VILLAGE STAKEHOLDERS IDENTIFIED CONNECTIVITY AS A
PRIORITY AREA OF NEED IN THE VILLAGE
Local thoroughfares within the Village study area, including
Traction Street, remain largely unimproved and hostile to
pedestrians and cyclists traversing the Village. These gaps are
particularly noticeable for visitors traveling to/from the Village at
the western and eastern gateways on Pendleton and coming south
from Lois Avenue. Due to these existing conditions, the Village
exhibits a walkability score much lower than expected.

WALKABILITY SCORE OF 43 HIGHLIGHTS THE
CONNECTIVITY GAPS IN THE VILLAGE

Signage and Visibility
Signage and visibility are critical weaknesses hampering the Village’s vitality and growth potential. Entering the
Village from any direction, there is a mix of akwardly-placed gateway signage lacking a cohesive message or
brand identity. Once off Pendleton Street, pedestrians, cyclists, and drivers are left to their own devices to find
their destination. There are a handful of small yellow and green signs identifying public parking facilities in the
Village, but without clear guidance on the exact location of the parking lots and distinction between City-owned
parking and private parking lots.
The variation in topography and the organic street grid that evolved prior to the City’s incorporation of the
Village exacerbate the issue of visibility. For example, Perry Avenue sits above both Poe West and Pendleton
Street, which means Poe West is not visible from Pendleton Street. The placement of temporary yard signs
advertising new businesses reiterates the need for enhanced gateway and directional signage in the Village.
While there are great examples of high quality building and tenant
identification signage reflecting. do not currently allow for neon
signs or other bold and unique signage reflective of the eclectic
character of the Village and its identity as Greenville's emerging
arts district. Concurrently existing sign regulations would allow
for an array of conventional commercial signage inconsistent
with the Village's character.
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Mix of Retail Uses & Neighborhood-Oriented Services
While there is an eclectic mix of uses ranging from independent coffee shops to art galleries, there is certainly room
for improvement to generate more foot traffic and elevate the experience for visitors and residents.

62% OF RESPONDENTS TO THE SURVEY SAID RETAIL OFFERINGS
“NEEDS IMPROVEMENT”
There is also a lack of destinations for everyday goods and services for residents and employees working in the
Village. There is no laundromat or grocery store within the Village boundaries and few takeout or fast-casual
restaurants where residents or employees working in the Village can purchase a meal for under $10. The reason, in
part, is the residential population and AMI within close proximity does not generate the numbers to support a robust
mix of brick and mortar establishments.

WHEN ASKED HOW RESIDENTS’ AND VISITORS’ EXPERIENCE IN THE
VILLAGE COULD BE IMPROVED, MOST STAKEHOLDERS SAID “EXPAND ON
NEIGHBORHOOD-ORIENTED GOODS AND SERVICES”

Accessibility to Adjacent Residential Communities
The gaps in physical connectivity to/from the Village for non-motorized transportation accentuate the accessibility
gaps experienced by adjacent residential communities and are rooted in the historical context of segregation and
disparities in economic opportunities.
Residents living in the Village study area and those active in the West Greenville Neighborhood Association have
expressed that the current mix of uses, restaurants, and offerings in the Village are not sufficiently accessible to
nearby residents. Employees at local businesses have few options for everyday affordable lunch offerings. This issue
is not unique to the Village study area, but persist along Pendleton Street east to the West End. Not surprisingly,
stakeholders question how future investment and growth in the Village will help provide more options for daily goods
and services, and address the pervasive lack of healthy affordable food options and access to groceries faced
throughout communities located in Greenville’s Textile Crescent.
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Lighting & Safety Pinch Points
Like streetscape and pedestrian infrastructure, lighting in the Village study area is inconsistent, creating safety pinch
points. Interesting to note, respondents to the survey consistently expressed a strong feeling of safety walking on
Pendleton Street during the day, with 81% feeling “Very Safe” or “Somewhat Safe.” That number changes significantly
at night, when only 45% of Respondents said they felt either “Very Safe” or “Somewhat Safe."

Lack of Accessible Housing Stock
The pinch points around safety are in direct correlation to the concept of “eyes on the street”, including the gaps in
proper street lighting and limited housing stock in the Village. Roughly 60% of respondents to the survey said housing
quality in the Village was not up to par.

Parking System Out of Sync
While the Village Center and buildings along
Pendleton Street express a strong walkable
character, most visitors and employees
working in the Village arrive by car. Tenant
parking for buildings along Pendleton Street
and Lois Avenue (originally constructed with
no parking on site) is generally being
provided on private off-site surface lots and
in the City's Branwood lot, where there are 23
parking spaces.

Village of West Greenville
Public Survey Results

Question #8 - Areas of Improvement

The City maintains free two-hour on-street
parking in various location in the Village, with
25 spaces on Pendleton Street, 21 spaces
along Perry and Branwood, and 18 spaces on
Traction Street. However, without a
functional wayfinding system, visitors and
patrons of local businesses struggle to
identify where public parking is available on
a consistent basis.
ON PARKING, 70% OF RESPONDENTS SAID
"NOT A FAN" OR "NEEDS IMPROVEMENT"; ONLY 6%
SAID THIS IS A STRENGTH

What factors are contributing to this?
Lack of wayfinding directional signage creates
obstacles for visitors to locate parking
facilities in the Village.
Reserved spots in unimproved surface lots
often sit empty, leaving these surface lots
appearing abandoned and taking away from
the walkability and activation needed to
support the district. Others might be slated for
redevelopment.
Source: City of Greenville/Wernick & Co, Public Survey (April 2021)
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T

THREATS
COVID-19

The COVID-19 pandemic had a significant impact on the Village, with net absorption in 2020 at a record low paired with
record high vacancy rates over the past 10-year period. At Q1 2021, vacancy rates spiked to 11%, four times the vacancy
rate in Q1 2020, before the state of emergency and social distancing measures.

MORE THAN 2.3 MILLION JOBS IN HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY
WERE LOST ACROSS THE UNITED STATES IN 2020
The arts and hospitality industry were two of the hardest hit areas of the economy. More than 2.3 million jobs were lost
in 2020. Additionally, 48% of South Carolina’s non-profit organizations were identified in need of financial help, just to
keep the lights on. COVID-19 also put a halt to the community gatherings and events that brought people and foot
traffic to the Village to patronize the artists and shops.

Displacement of Local Artists & Businesses by Rising Rents
Too often, successful arts districts are a victim of their own success. As artists and other creative industries create a
buzz, real estate appreciates and sparks more investment. That can be incredibly positive for reinvestment into
infrastructure, lighting and other safety improvements, but can also lead to increases in rents, becoming less
affordable to the artists and local businesses that were in part responsible for the growth. With market forces in play,
there is a concern that rising land values will displace small businesses and service providers from the Village and will
either leave the area further underserved, or new development and tenants will cater to a higher income demographic
and tourists coming to the Village as a cultural destination, while ongoing renovations and activation of former mills
and large scale industrial sites like Hampton Station could draw tenants away from the Village.

RDV Zoning Incompatible with Village Character
The majority of properties within the Village study area, and particularly properties fronting on Pendleton Street, are
classified on the City’s Zoning Map as RDV (Redevelopment District). The intent of the RDV classification is to promote
appropriate investment and development in areas that are depressed or underdeveloped.
However, it does not address the need and goal of inclusive growth nor does it contemplate protections for the
Village’s unique character.
There are no design guidelines or land development regulations specifically tailored to the Village.
Residential density is capped at 20 units per acre, which creates challenges to developing new housing within the
Village to support neighborhood oriented services and retailers and at price points affordable to artists and
working households.
The RDV does not contemplate the robust and eclectic uses desired, nor does it particularly facilitate attracting
new types of tenants and uses that would be accretive to the Village and its identity.
Conventional parking and loading requirements create hurdles to infill development compatible with the Village's
character and tying up vacant lots that would otherwise be prime redevelopment sites necessary for the Village's
continued evolution.
As far back as 2014, the City’s West Side Plan recognized this disconnect between the RDV and the Village’s character
and need for inclusive growth. And there has been virtually no new development since that time. Only one new
commercial building has been constructed within the Village study area since 2014 – a two-story vintage brick building
fronting the Village Plaza with roughly 4,000 square feet of commercial/office space. No new housing has been
constructed within the Village study area, which contributes to a lack of critical mass and "eyes on the street."
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Parking Requirements Not Suited for Traditional Mixed-Use Urban Village
The City’s parking requirements are not tailored to the existing urban form found in the Village, and present two
particular challenges when planning for walkable urban nodes that depend on pedestrian activity and a vibrant street
life.
First, parking requirements are regressive, with high variation in parking generation rates between commercial uses.
For example, conversion of a 2,000 SF ground floor space currently used as a creative design office (1 per 600 SF) to
ground floor restaurant (1 per 125 SF) – which should be encouraged – generates an additional 12 parking spaces.
Applying conventional suburban parking standards in a walkable urban node like the Village ignores the higher
utilization of ride share and policy of encouraging a mix of mobility options, as well as the impacts of too much parking
on the vitality of the business district.
Existing one-story and two-story commercial structures in the Village core were largely constructed prior to the
establishment of zoning requirements and typically do not have on-site parking. However, the City’s parking ordinance
only extends flexible parking standards within C-4 zoning (Downtown). In the Village, adaptive reuse of existing
structures still requires at least 75% of code-mandated parking ratios be satisfied. As land values rise, this could
become an increasing threat to affordability for attracting local business tenants and threat of demolition, ultimately
contributing to the loss of the Village’s character.

Vacant and Underutilized Lots
The Village study area only includes approximately 20 acres in land area. Looking at existing conditions, the current
snapshot reveals roughly 46% of land area in the Village categorized as vacant or underutilized commercial property,
including underutilized surface lots.
Housing cars on these lots might be practical today, but it severely interrupts the enjoyable walking experience of
being in the arts district and correlates to the lack of tree canopy protecting pedestrians from the elements. This is
particularly noticeable during First Friday Art Walks, where area residents and stroller-laden young families can be
seen traversing the Village grid and dodging a myriad of parked and moving vehicles. The proliferation of vacant lots is
a major threat to emerging arts districts of the size and scale of the Village. Underutilization of key infill sites within
the Village study area detracts disproportionately from the Village’s strengths - its unique character and pedestrian
experience - and curtails the building stock available to attract a robust mix of uses and “eyes on street."
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O

OPPORTUNITIES
Poe West & Truist Culinary & Hospitality Innovation Center

Poe West is one of the Village’s largest anchors. Located at 556 Perry Avenue, adjacent to the Norfolk Southern
Line, the 57,000 SF historic home of Poe Hardware and Supply was acquired and renovated by The Furman Co. in 2016.
Poe West opened in 2019 as a mixed-use community around food and innovators. It is home to creative start-ups
like 98 Ventures, Unlocked Coffee, LaRue Fine Chocolates, and The Junkyard fitness training facility.
Its marquee anchor tenant, the Truist Culinary & Hospitality Innovation Center (CHI), is a neighborhood-based venue
delivering recreational classes for home cooks, corporate team building, job training, and community reinvestment
in the heart of West Greenville.
Opening its doors in 2020, in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic, CHI bridges social and economic gaps. Led by
energetic and acclaimed chef Alan Scheidhauer, CHI supports Greenville’s burgeoning hospitality and culinary
industry by providing workforce development training while also serving as a neighborhood gathering place where
community members can access education and participate in the Village’s growth. In recent months, CHI has
launched on-site events and partnered with the West Greenville School, which serves at-risk students with
learning disabilities in grades 6-12.
Given its location and underutilization during certain times of the week, the Poe West Park could be an attractive
site for temporary activations and expanding affordable offerings of food and other goods by local purveyors and
entrepreneurs to locate in brick and mortar spaces.

[Credit: Mill Village Ministries]
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Flatiron Streetscape Improvements
The Flatiron is one of the Village’s landmark buildings. Sitting prominently at the eastern gateway to the Village, it also
serves as a terminated vista looking east from the Village Center. The two-story brick building was constructed in the
late 1920s and was the sewing department for the Piedmont Plush Mill. The building was the site of the General Textile
Strike of 1934 — the largest strike in the United States at the time — which brought martial law to the City of Greenville.
In 2020, Katie Skoloff, an interior designer and chair of the City’s Arts in Public Places Commission, acquired the building
and introduced a renovation plan to restore the building.
In May 2021, City Council approved funding of roughly $349,000 toward streetscape improvements along Pendleton
Street. The project includes widened sidewalks and ADA ramps, accompanied by new 18” curb and gutter on Mason
Street and Burdette Street, landscape islands, new street lighting, and 13 new on-street parallel parking spaces. The
project also includes conversion of Burdette Street to one-way traffic inbound toward the Village and re-alignment of
the intersection of Burdette Street and Pendleton Street, anchored by a pedestrian plaza with a public art installation.
These streetscape improvements will mark a key step in bridging connectivity gaps and providing enhanced safety
and walkability.

Phase VII Streetscape Improvements at the Flatiron
Building will provide improved pedestrian access to
the Village for area residents
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Flatiron Plaza Streetscape Plan
Seamon Whiteside & Associates, Inc. (April 2021)

GVL2040 | Framework for Village as Future Node
GVL2040, the City of Greenville's comprehensive plan, was adopted by City Council in
February 2021. Setting a new vision for the City's future, GVL2040 identifies urban
Nodes and Corridors as recipient areas for directed growth, concentrated density,
and mobility improvements while protecting and preserving residential
neighborhoods. GVL2040 calls for “an urban form of 4 to 6 story buildings and front
streets and other public spaces designed to a human scale." These defined areas
emphasize vertical mixed-use development with activated ground floor commercial
and retail uses and office/residential uses on upper floors. Nodes are anticipated
with average residential density of 30 units per acre.
The Village is one of a handful of specific nodes called for in the citywide plan. As a
corollary, Pendleton Street is identified as a prime commercial corridor for directing
future transportation and mobility improvements.
GVL2040 empowers the creation of small area plans to lay out a bold vision for
future development compatible with the identity and authentic character of a
place. This presents a timely opportunity to revisit the current RDV zoning and
shape land development regulations and policies to the Village's character,
addressing the need for a more robust mix of uses - including a neighborhood
grocery store, artisan/maker spaces, and other active uses desirable in the Village,
and encouraging new residential development and attainable housing options in
the Village at densities commensurate with a vibrant Urban Mixed-Use Node.
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IV. UNLOCKING POTENTIAL

[Courtesy: H. Horowitz
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UNLOCKING POTENTIAL
The Village of West Greenville has witnessed a revival, largely as a result
of an eclectic group of individuals – including artists and enterprisers,
small business owners, residents, and community organizations –
deciding to locate within this funky enclave, and roll up their sleeves to
restore the Village to its place as the beating heart of the Textile
Crescent and Greenville’s authentic working arts district.

POTENTIAL (noun): the inherent ability or capacity for
growth, development, or future success
The Village has received significant national media attention in recent
years as Greenville’s emerging arts district. In 2019, the New York Times
highlighted the Village and its eclectic mix of small businesses, citing
GCCA, The Anchorage, Village Grind, the Flatiron Building, and Indigo Flow &
Art as five places to visit in Greenville. In March 2021, Forbes Magazine
featured the Village as a “Neighborhood to Watch,” calling it "The Soho of
Greenville, with a heavy emphasis on the arts and independent creative
businesses.“
Yet, as reflected in the SWOT analysis and input from Village
stakeholders, there is still work to do to unlock the full potential of the
Village.
Section IV of this Village Action Plan is about building on the foundation
established – to address the Village’s weaknesses and reinforce its
strengths, to combat external threats and leverage immense
opportunities already organically underway as the Village emerges from
COVID-19. This Village Action Plan builds on the City’s strong planning
tradition and the “Try Things” spirit reflected in the Village, identifying a
set of action-oriented recommendations, consistent with the values of
GVL2040 - to be ENTERPRISING, RESOURCEFUL, INCLUSIVE and COURAGEOUS.

The Village Action Plan recommendations are organized into
three strategy areas, which speak to the guiding principles
for unlocking potential:
Connectivity
Activation
Inclusive Growth
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TOWARD INCLUSIVE GROWTH
With its compact urban form and walkability centered around a major transportation corridor in
Pendleton Street, and the burgeoning arts district serving as a draw for artists, local startup businesses
and creative professionals, the Village is primed to become one of Greenville’s nodes for future growth
and infill development.
But, success does not come without challenges. With its prime location in the heart of the former Textile
Crescent, a mile from Unity Park and just two miles from Main Street, the Village sits on high ground and
has attracted increasing interest. As with other “hot” Sunbelt cities experiencing growth and new
investment, rising land values and the pace of change pose a tangential threat of displacement of longtime residents, artists, galleries, and other small businesses that call the Village home and have been
largely responsible for the Village’s revival and renewed interest.

“Success will be measured though community vitality over time; not
just for merchants and participants in the revitalization process, but
also those that have lived here and made the village a place to be."
-Stephen Navarro, Property Owner, Furman Co.
[Credit: Mill Village Ministries]

In response to the potential “SoHo Effect” experienced in other arts districts around the United States,
Village stakeholders have recognized the importance of identifying a shared vision and foundational
action plan to grow inclusively, in a manner that protects the unique and eclectic character of the Village,
further activates the Village and expands on the robust mix of uses needed for the Village to thrive, and
creates economic opportunities that benefit current stakeholders as well as new residents and
businesses.
The City of Greenville should consider the following principals to guide future investments and policy
decisions:
Invest in Human Capital. Continue to encourage community-led authentic dialogue through Village of
West Greenville Business Association, the West Greenville Neighborhood Association, and the
public/private partnerships and community engagement initiatives fostered today in the Village
through GCCA, Mill Village Ministries, CEE, CHI, and many other community organizations. Consider
additional investment into community policing practices and community services to be located
within the Village study area.
Invest in Infrastructure. Reinvest in infrastructure improvements balanced equally between
physical infrastructure and community infrastructure that support public health, safety and
welfare, and increase the overall tax base of Greenville. This may include public investments
through land acquisition and easements to plan ahead for future growth and to ensure
opportunities for public facilities and community services.
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Embrace the Unconventional. If GVL2040 encourages policymaking that is ENTERPRISING and
COURAGEOUS, there is nowhere more natural to start than the Village. The funky, unconventional,
and eclectic identity of the Village is in large part what makes it Greenville’s arts district and a “place
to be.” Given its recognition as a node in GVL2040, it may require departing from typical approaches
appropriate for other commercial areas within the City of Greenville. This may mean initiating
changes to the City’s code and land development regulations for policy initiatives, like a Temporary
Use Program or Pop-Up Markets, uniquely tailored to the Village, which foster inclusive economic
participation, incubation of small businesses, and innovation that supports start-up enterprises and
the arts.
Think Outside the Box. Explore the expansion of the Village to its natural organic edges, based on the
location of Brandon Mill and Woodside Mill, including potential annexation of areas currently outside
of the City's municipal boundaries between Brandon Mill, Art Bomb and the commercial core on
Pendleton Street. Furthermore, several of the recommendations around connectivity will require a
concerted effort and intergovernmental coordination between City, County, and State agencies.
Allow Market Flexibility and Local Participation. When it comes to urban revitalization and emerging
arts districts, many of the recent success stories around the country - including Miami’s Wynwood,
Dallas’ Deep Ellum, East Nashville, and Austin’s Rainy Street - would not have been possible without
local government officials making concerted policy decisions to allow these unique enclaves the
flexibility to allow artists and business owners to explore the possibilities within a delineated
district. In the case of Wynwood Arts District, its evolution as a Top 10 destination for art tourism
and the world’s largest street art museum was only possible by relaxing established codes around
graffiti and parking requirements for adaptive use of existing building stock. The recommendations
set forth below include creation of new signage standards tailored to the unique identity and
authentic character of the Village, with input from artists, tenants, and other stakeholders.

PHOTO OF THIRD THURSDAY AT POE WEST (JULY 2021)
VILLAGE LAUNCH MAKER'S MARKET
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[Credit: Mill Village Ministries]

[Credit: Mill Village Ministries]

Looking at the Village today, the key ingredients to success are already present. Half of the current
business establishments and artists active in the Village are minority and/or LGBTQ-owned. There are
conscious efforts underway to expand educational and training programs, events to spark further
investment in surrounding underserved residential neighborhoods, and programs geared toward
supporting local artists.
Village stakeholders have organically found this collective path toward inclusive growth. There is a
culture of acceptance and “Trying Things” that is distinguishable from other parts of Greenville, and now
there is a conscious effort to bring more people to participate in the Village's evolution, adding to its
identity, and restoring the Village to its role as the heart of the Textile Crescent.
It’s about the people, and ultimately, it’s a story about Redemption.

REDEMPTION (NOUN): TO BE EXTRICATED FROM OR HELP TO OVERCOME
SOMETHING DETRIMENTAL TO RELEASE FROM BLAME OR DEBT; TO FREE
FROM THE CONSEQUENCES OF SIN; CHANGE FOR THE BETTER.

[Credit: Sunny Mullarkey]

"My roots in the Village of West Greenville run deep. My grandfather worked at Brandon Mill for 35 years.
My father was born & raised here. I'm proud to be part of this community working to resurrect abandoned
storefronts and breathe life back into the Village in such powerful and redemptive ways."
- Joseph Bradley, Local Artist & Property Owner
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Multi-Color Bench | Pendleton Street (2021)
West Greenville Plaza Shopping Center
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RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Connectivity
Connectivity is about bridging the gaps between the strengths and weaknesses; connecting Pendleton to
the Village anchors and bringing people to place. The following recommendations include uniquely tailored
short-term and long-term initiatives to improve safety, walkability, accessibility, and sense of place to
enhance the Village as a destination for residents and tourists alike. Some recommendations can stand
alone; others are best leveraged in combination with other strategies and tools within Connectivity,
Activation and Inclusive Growth.
1.1. Wayfinding Signage
Wayfinding signage is a priority intervention to reinforce the Village identity
Provides much-needed directional signage for visitors to parking and Village anchors, Village Plaza, Poe
West/CHI, GCCA/West Village Lofts at Brandon Mill, etc.
Wayfinding signage should include a strategic mix of pole mounted and monument signs giving drivers
entering the Village a better sense of direction and helping to guide them to public parking facilities;
should also include a pedestrian kiosk located in the Village Plaza

1.2. Gateway Signage
Gateway signage should be tied to branding/art of wayfinding signage. There is a unique opportunity to utilize
local artists active within the Village to maximize engagement and visibility
Western Gateway (Pendleton Street eastbound at City boundary)
Eastern Gateway (Pendleton Street westbound at Mason Street)
Northern Gateway (Lois Avenue southbound at Norfolk/Southern Rail Overpass)
1.3. Extension of Streetscape Improvements on Pendleton Street
Currently, streetscape improvements end at Irvine Street. Based on SWOT analysis, completion of streetscape
improvements within study area would fill in gaps in walkability present today.
Implement Phase VII streetscape improvements along Pendleton Street at Mason and Burdette Streets,
including configuration of intersection, widened sidewalk, ADA improvements, and public art installation.
Focus priority on eastern gateway and connections from Pendleton Street to Poe West/Perry Ave
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1.4. Mid-Block Colorful Crosswalk Intervention on Pendleton Street
Mid-block crosswalk ramp connections were installed with the City's streetscape improvements at two
separate locations on Pendleton Street between Lois Avenue and Irvine Street; however, no crosswalk exists
to connect pedestrians across Pendleton Street. Car traffic on Pendleton Street coming east down the hill
from the intersection of Lois Avenue and Pendleton Street presents visibility and safety issues for
pedestrians; particularly at dawn/dusk during rush hour commutes.
A painted crosswalk would be a low-cost tactical intervention that emphasizes sense of place and follows
the lead of other progressive cities and urban business districts that have used artistic interventions to
better protect pedestrians in retail districts where foot traffic is critical.
Because Pendleton Street is a state highway, implementation will require intergovernmental cooperation
with South Carolina Department of Transportation (SCDOT) and approval by SCDOT of non-standard
crosswalk improvements subject to compliance with MUTCD criteria/materiality and potential maintenance
agreement with City of Greenville

1.5. Gateway Pedestrian Islands
The western gateway entrance to the Village is at the City municipal boundary. Today there are multiple auto
body shops on the south side and a mix of conditions on the north side of Pendleton. The pedestrian island is
barren and could host an interesting and low-cost intervention to break up the width of Pendleton Street,
introduce more tree canopy and calm traffic entering the intersection at Pendleton Street and Lois Avenue.
The City should consider a small landscape design project to spruce up the triangular pedestrian island in
front of Revival Butchery at the City's municipal boundary. This could also be in conjunction with a new
gateway sign location.
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1.6. Pendleton Buffered Bike Lane Connecting the West End to the Village
There is currently a single striped bike lane along Pendleton Street that is seldom used and unprotected
from car traffic.
Design and implement a buffered bike route running east-west along Pendleton Street to West End;
consistent with GVL2040 mobility objectives, and 2021 West End Small Area Plan.
Further connect Main Street from downtown to West Side.
1.7. Village Public Parking Garage
Based on site visits and consistent responses to the survey, current parking conditions are less than ideal.
While the City has invested in significant streetscape improvements and maintains on-street spaces, the
current City parking lot has a maximum of 23 parking spaces. Visitors often do not know how to access that
parking lot or whether there will be spaces available.
To address current disjointed parking conditions and plan for future growth of the Village, the City should
strongly consider pursuing site acquisition to expand its current parking lot and for future construction
of a vertical mixed-use parking garage.
Reserving public land in the right location can have a significant return on investment in terms of
connectivity, and facilitate continued adaptive use of legacy structures on Pendleton that do not have onsite parking. The timing of design/construction of a future garage could be several years into the future,
but this may be one of very few sites that could hold a public garage
Locate behind Pendleton Street to draw vehicular traffic away from the Village's commercial core and help
bridge the gap between Poe West and Pendleton Street
The future parking facility could be funded partially by the Village Parking Trust Fund (See 3.2).
Activated ground floors could be purposed for attainable local maker space, accessible community space,
or a visitor center for the Village

Museum Garage, Miami's Design District

Holmes Avenue Parking Deck, Huntsville, Alabama

(4 levels of parking screened by 7 different art canvases)

(Multi-modal function, ground floor retail and decorative design)

1.8 Multi-Modal Connections to Unity Park
The Village is only one (1) mile from the soon to be completed Unity Park, but by automobile, the trip becomes
two (2) plus miles. A multimodal connection from the Village to Unity Park could provide a direct route and
accessibility for area residents, reducing future automobile trips on Pendleton Street through the
neighborhood around Woodside Mill.
Explore multi-modal connectivity options between the Village and Unity Park to connect these two
important activity centers in the City of Greenville.
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1.9. Mobility Hub
The Village has a walkable core that is conducive to alternative transportation and in time should be linked
to West End and downtown. A multi modal hub could range from small low-cost tactical intervention (bike
racks) to a smart integrated hub with wi-fi capability, anticipating innovation in technologies beyond
scooters and e-bikes.
A micro-mobility hub to be strategically located at the terminus point of the Village Plaza and
Branwood, including bike racks and digital pedestrian information kiosk in Village Plaza; this could be
installed in conjunction with a special event or First Friday artwalk to guide visitors to area galleries
and would ultimately become a component of the Village wayfinding signage.
Potential to tie-in future public parking garage and funding through Village Parking Trust Fund.

Source: Better Bike Share Partnership

1.10. Annexation Area Between City Boundaries and Brandon Mill
Explore process and map out next steps for future annexation of properties.
Potential annexation area located between current municipal boundary on Traction Street, south to
Mason Street and west to Draper Street.
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2. Activation
Activation is about elevating the interactions of people within the built environment; giving residents and
visitors reasons to come to the Village to live, work, eat, shop, and participate in arts and cultural
programming. Currently, there is a lack of consistent foot traffic to support a robust mix of neighborhood
and destination-retail and services, particularly with respect to accessible food options and groceries. The
Village Action Plan seeks to change that narrative, including short-term and long-term strategies uniquely
tailored to activate sites within the Village with a mix of uses and provide basic food and other services here.
.

"The Village is one of a kind. And the culture is welcoming. Imagine the potential ... if we invest
in expanding on the arts and cultural offerings to include musical performances and other
programming that reflects the diversity here in the Village."
- Katie Hughes, Owner, Indigo Flow & Art

2.1. Temporary Use Pilot Program
Based on the survey, 87% of respondents said live music would be a welcome addition to the Village. However,
City Code (Sec. 19-4.5) currently prohibits temporary use interventions and temporary structures that may
be beneficial and well-suited for the Village. The Temporary Use Pilot Program would allow for flexibility in
exploring activation of vacant/underutilized sites on a daily or weekly basis without requiring full compliance
with land development regulations, while being mindful of protecting nearby residential neighborhoods
through hours of operation and other quality control measures.
12-month pilot program allowing applicant landowners temporary commercial use,
food service and entertainment not ordinarily allowed under City Code.
Operating and employment plan approved by city manager and relevant departments
Establish maximum occupancy loads, waste management, bathrooms, hours of
operation not to extend beyond 9 p.m.
Reduced parking requirements via payment into Village Parking Trust Fund
Street trees to be planted as condition of permit

Traction Street showing example of temporary use activation
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2.2 Pop Up Market
Pop-up markets have gained traction as a productive temporary use of
underutilized surface parking lots or vacant land in areas that have a limited mix
of daily goods and services. Based on the survey, stakeholders are
looking for more variety in accessible food options and locally-sourced goods
and services. *Third Thursday at Poe West started in June 2021*
Economic opportunities for local makers, micro retailers
Brings enhanced foot traffic to Village to support local businesses
Opportunity to reinforce Village’s unique identity (unconventional; authentic,
funky, gritty)
2.3 Village Green/Performing Arts Venue
The Village lacks permanent programmed green space. Most green space is occurring in landscaped islands and
vacant lots. As the Village grows, it is important to plan for a Village green that can be City-owned land or
dedicated open space via future public-private partnership.
Identify site for a Village Green that can act as an area for picnics, performing arts, yoga, and civic life;
also can contribute additional shade trees and respite from heat during summer months.

Source: Nahalat Binyamin Arts and Crafts Fair

2.4 Lois Avenue Gateway Tactical Art Intervention
Today, the entrance to the Village on Lois Avenue has a
sizeable grade change, tight sidewalk condition, and
stark appearance discouraging people from crossing
under the Norfolk Southern rail bridge. Cars and trucks
speed around the corner with limited visibility.
Originally noted as a goal in the 2014 Greenville West
Side Comprehensive Plan, introducing mural art and
lighting to the underpass is an opportunity for
artistic intervention, and to create a more inviting
gateway to the Village and pedestrian condition for
area residents. This can also become an opportunity
to involve the community in the design.
[Credit: Greenville West Side Comprehensive Plan, 2014]

Sensing YOU, San Jose, CA
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Atlanta Beltline, Atlanta, GA

NoMa Underpass, Washington, DC

2.5 Arts & Cultural District Economic Incentives
A. Arts & Enterprise Property Tax Credit The City of Greenville has utilized a synthetic TIF model as a mechanism
for attracting quality investment and projects providing public benefits like affordable housing, Contemplated
in GVL2040 as a tool for encouraging the development of new affordable housing, Synthetic TIF is effectively a
rebate on the City's portion of property tax increases over and above the established base year. Applications
are considered and approved by City Council.
Based on the needs of the Village, a synthetic TIF would be a meaningful tool to pursue a dual strategy of
maintaining affordability and mitigating displacement of artists and small businesses as the Village continues to
grow.
An Arts & Enterprise Property Tax Credit Program would be made available to properties with operating arts and
cultural establishments, including traditional artists as well as arts-related businesses such as photographers,
art galleries, craft jewelry makers, design related studios, etc. The synthetic TIF would capture and rebate up to
50% of the amount of incremental value on an annual basis accruing for a period of 10 years, so long as the
property is maintained in continuous use. The City could also consider a local preference mechanism that allows
for a two-tier rebate system, with a higher rebate for existing owner-occupied properties.
Norfolk, VA

Establishing the Downtown Arts and Cultural District increases awareness and
support for arts and culture in the city, which in turn supports arts and cultural
venues, increases capital investment, creates jobs, and promotes Norfolk as the arts
and cultural center of the region. Incentives include permit fee exemptions, micro
grant opportunities, and matching grant opportunities for public art installations.

Kansas City, MO

Kansas City has implemented a tax abatement program for the Crossroads District, specifically for
owners of buildings that house art-related businesses. The abatement plan provides financial
assistance to qualified applicants by freezing property taxes at designated rates for properties
occupied for arts and cultural uses. This program was renewed for another 15 years in 2016.

B. Arts Enterprise Business Tax Receipt Classification/Exemption. The City may consider revisiting business tax
receipt fee schedules to provide local artists and arts-related establishments a discounted annual renewal fee
or waiver of fee. The City should consider this tool for areas like the Village where rising real estate costs and
inflation disproportionately impact working artists and small businesses.
2.6 Maintain Facade Improvement Grant Program. The City runs an effective facade improvement grant program
that has resulted in roughly $200,000 in grants allocated to exterior tenant building improvements. Grants
have supported numerous buildings along Pendleton Street. The City should continue to offer facade
improvement grants as new tenants come into the Village and consider expanding the program to residential
neighborhoods with historic ties to the area.
2.7 Shared Waste Collection Program/In-Ground Application
Commercial tenants in the Village Center, including in buildings
fronting the Village Plaza, are using small hand carts for trash
collection - leaving them exposed on Branwood and Traction
Streets. New technology places receptacles partially (or entirely) inground. Poe West has recently installed two medium size containers.
The City should explore potential public-private partnerships.
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3. Regulation
The third strategy area for recommendations for
unlocking the potential of the Village is Regulation.
GVL2040 directs future growth into identified Nodes
within the City of Greenville, and to adoption of
appropriate land development regulations to
implement the Future Land Use Element and shape
context-appropriate growth in these areas. The key
to unlocking the potential of the Village and
facilitating a vibrant node is striking a balance
between redevelopment and reinvestment to serve
both existing and future residents and businesses.
The recommended approach underlying the new
zoning district and companion regulatory tools is to
create a cohesive framework that balances the need
for new development with preservation of the
authentic character and unique identity of the
Village. Given the needs around housing and public
infrastructure, there is a conscious effort to create
the right mix of "carrots and sticks." Public and
private sector investment will guide the quality of
future growth. Precedent examples from other
cities and districts are cited for added context.

GVL2040 CALLS FOR A NEW ZONING
FRAMEWORK THAT DIRECTS GROWTH INTO
NODES, INCLUDING THE FOLLOWING POLICIES:
Higher density growth
Street and accessway layout – grid,
modified grid and/or other urban patterns
Mixed-use development with
commercial/retail uses on the first floors of
buildings that front significant streets
Density and height should be:
No less than 30 residential units per acre
Typical height range of 4, 5, and 6 stories
Build-to-zones to create a consistent building street
wall with exceptions for public spaces such as pocket
parks, plazas, and outdoor s
Corner lots have two front yards
Parking permitted in rear and side yards only
Pedestrian alleyways connecting streets and public
spaces to parking areas
Shared parking provisions to reduce parking
requirements
Inclusion of dedicated public parks and open space
within developments
Phasing plans for large developments
Buildings that engage the street
Entryways fronting streets with connecting sidewalks
First floor transparency requirements

Excerpt from GVL2040 Comprehensive Plan for Greenville, SC,
Chapter 4: Our Path Forward

3.1 Village of West Greenville Zoning Framework
Purpose and Intent: A cohesive zoning district to replace the current RDV designation, appropriate to an
urban mixed-use node consistent with goals, objectives and policies of GVL2040 and compatible with the
Village Action Plan guiding principles of maintaining authentic character, reinforcing identity, providing
for robust mix of uses and services, and planning for inclusive growth.
Relationship to LDRs: Given the threats and opportunities identified in the SWOT analysis, the new zoning
district should be implemented as an independent zoning district that can be adopted within the City's
existing LMO and then incorporated into the City's planned overhaul given the uncertainty in timing for
the citywide zoning ordinance adoption process..
Precedent Example: Unity Park Neighborhood District Code
Content and Standards: The new zoning district should include permitted/conditional uses, density,
intensity and open space standards, inclusive of performance standards for development bonuses,
urban form and building disposition standards, parking and loading standards, including fee in lieu
program via a Parking Trust Fund, and signage standards compatible with Village's established character.
Geographic Boundaries: Inclusive of properties within the Village study area; potential consideration of
areas north of Norfolk Southern on Lois Avenue and annexation area west of municipal boundaries. The
eastern boundaries should be re-evaluated to determine if additional properties currently zoned RDV
should be incorporated.
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Goals, Objectives, Policies
ROBUST MIX OF USES
Encourage traditional neighborhood serving uses + unconventional artistic commercial uses compatible
with the Village's identity. Permitted uses should include a robust mix of traditional residential, office
and commercial uses, including neighborhood-oriented grocery store, plus small-scale unconventional
uses. Arts and cultural establishments should be encouraged and broadly defined to include: art studios,
performance art venues, tattoo artists, salons, and other artisan maker spaces that include elements of
light manufacturing, office, and retail sales and services,
Restrict auto-oriented and large-scale commercial uses to protect Village character.
RESIDENTIAL DENSITIES TO SUPPORT VIBRANT NODE
Encourage Residential Densities Consistent with GVL2040: GVL2040 targets a minimum of 30 units per acre
within Urban Mixed Use Nodes to create the necessary local population to support a vibrant mix of uses
and pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure desired in these more urban areas. The Village zoning
framework establishes base average density of 30 units per acre within the Village district boundaries.
Additional density should be made available for redevelopment of V-3 Catalyst Sites through
performance standards (up to 90 units per acre).
Provide incentives to encourage the development of affordable housing units and live-work
spaces within the Village, including density, bonus height, and parking reductions.

Loft Construction on Buncombe Rd, Greenville, SC

The Shed, Artisanal Grocery, Healdsburg CA

Live-Work Building for Artists, Loveland, CO

MIXED USE REDEVELOPMENT WITH ACTIVATED GROUND FLOOR RETAIL USE
Encourage mixed-use infill development on Catalyst sites with ground floor retail on all frontages and mix
of multi-family housing at different price points that can activate and connect gaps within the urban
fabric. Frontages within the Village core should be heavily activated to help fill in the existing gaps
present today that interrupt the pedestrian realm and detract from safety and connectivity to
residential neighborhoods.
Encourage bold art and architectural interventions on facade treatments.
PARKING STANDARDS TAILORED TO VILLAGE CHARACTER
Revamp parking requirements in line with traditional walkable commercial districts to allow more
flexibility to retain Legacy Structures, attract robust tenant mix, and activate pedestrian environment.
Shared use parking ratios should reflect current utilization and trip sharing numbers for the Village.
Adaptive use of existing buildings should have reduced parking requirements or have option to pay fee
in lieu of off-site parking, particularly for small-scale establishments and legacy structures.
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The Art of Zoning - Striking a Balance

Character
Matters
Keep Working
Artists in the
Village

TDR Program
for Right-Sized
Multifamily
Development

New Housing
for Mix of
Income
Critical Mass to
Levels

Support Small
Grocery Store;
Existing Businesses

TDRS: WHAT ARE THEY? AND WHO USES THEM?

Transfer of Development Rights (TDRs) are a zoning
tool that allow for shifting of density (units) from
a protection zone to a receiving zone for
multifamily housing.
The VOWG District anticipates TDRs as an incentive
to preserve existing Legacy Structures; to be
transferred to Catalyst redevelopment sites

CATALYST
Development
Capacity

* GVL2040 establishes
a target minimum of
30 units/acre for
Urban Mixed-Use
Nodes. Densities
included herein are
subject to verification
of adequacy of public
facilities.
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Zoning Framework | Subdistricts
Legacy Zone. This subdistrict forms the core of the Village
business district on Pendleton Street; preserving existing
building typologies along a common frontage line, with
additional setback requirements above the second story.
Legacy Structures should be incentivized for adaptive reuse;
ability to pay into a Parking Trust Fund; creative and permissive
wall signs and painted signs; and an ability to transfer unused
density to V-3 Catalyst Sites.
Live-Work Zone. This is a transition sub-area primarily on Mason
Street and adjacent aimed at small-scale infill development to
facilitate live/work opportunities for artists and maintain
residential-friendly character of areas between the Village and
surrounding residential neighborhoods.
Catalyst Zone. This is intended for medium and large
redevelopment sites, exceeding 30,000 square feet; for mixeduse development, including multi-family residential of 4-6
stories, on-site parking, and site improvements that enhance
connectivity and public realm.

VILLAGE ZONING FRAMEWORK
- Preserving Authentic Character
- Facilitating Robust Mix of Traditional
and Unconventional Uses
- Planning for Inclusive Growth

LEGACY | V-1

Intended for existing commercial properties fronting on Pendleton Street
Goals: (1) Facilitate preservation/reuse of existing building stock through
flexibility in signage and parking (2) encourage character signage and mix
of commercial/retail/artistic uses
Typology: 3 stories by right
90% lot coverage; additional setbacks above 2nd story
Ability to transfer TDRs to Catalyst Sites
Adaptive use parking flexibility/option for fee in lieu paid into Parking
Trust Fund

LIVE-WORK | V-2

Intended for transition areas to residential neighborhoods on Village study
area eastern boundaries
Goals: (1] Facilitate accessible and affordable live-work space for artists
and artisans to help maintain their role in the community
Typology: 2 Stories by Right, 1 -story bonus for Affordable Housing
70% lot coverage; on-site parking
Arts and Enterprise uses permitted on ground floor
Residential use above ground floor

CATALYST | V-3

Intended for redevelopment sites with multiple frontages
Goals: (1] Facilitate mixed-use residential development (2) provide for
enhanced urban design and connectivity (3) complement existing
character and Legacy Structures in the Village
Typology: 4 stories by right; 2-story bonus with performance standards
75% Lot Coverage / Setbacks above 2nd Story or 4th story
Receiving sites for Legacy TDRs
May utilize additional density up to 90 units/acre through Affordable
Housing or acquisition of Legacy TDR Units
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3.2. Village Parking Program & Parking Trust Fund
Parking requirements in the Village are out of sync with needs and demand for sustainable growth. 66% of
survey respondents said parking is "Broken" or "Needs Improvement." At the same time, 46% of land area
within the Village is either vacant or reserved to satisfy off-site parking requirements for tenants of
buildings located on Pendleton Street. Because of the condensed land area within the Village, scattered
surface lots become an obstacle to inclusive growth and critical new housing in the Village. In order to unlock
future redevelopment sites and continue to promote preservation of legacy structures, the City should
adopt a new parking program tailored for the Village more similar to parking in downtown Greenville, which
has similar pedestrian orientation. Additionally, although 75% of survey respondents arrive in the Village by
car, only 2% park multiple times to visit multiple establishments, which could be justification to deviate from
conventional minimum off-street parking standards, assuming independent car trips generated for each use.
The Village Parking Program should include adaptive use parking flexibilities for Legacy Structures and arts
and cultural establishments and to allow for the option of payment of fee in lieu of required parking through a
new Village Parking Trust Fund.
Fee in lieu of required parking spaces to be available for legacy structures and infill development within the Village
for sites that cannot accommodate on-site parking deck.
Limited use for large scale new development (up to 25%) to monetize reductions sought by developers
Creates new revenue stream to support mobility, including acquisition/operation of City parking facilities,
ped/bike/transit improvements, wayfinding signage
Amount to be set below per space cost of construction and adjusted on annual basis; annual admin fee charged to
maintain active participation in the Trust Fund
Should be established as companion legislation with new Village zoning district

Coconut Grove, FL

Parking Trust Fund allows for payment of fee in lieu of
required on-site parking for commercial and residential
uses in Village Center, incentivizes preservation of existing
building stock and quality of pedestrian realm.
Payment: One-time fee ($6,000) or annual installments
Purposes: Parking Trust Fund utilized for investing in
upgrades to Miami Parking Authority facilities, wayfinding
signage, and streetscape improvements
Outcome: Has contributed to Coconut Grove's resurgence
as a destination restaurant district over the past 10 years

Main Highway, Coconut Grove, FL

Pasadena, CA

The Zoning Credit Parking Program allows businesses to use
existing off-site parking spaces to satisfy parking
requirements
Payment: Annual application processing fee ($804)
Purposes: Zoning Credit Parking Program utilized to generate
meter funds allocated toward streetscape improvements and
maintenance
Outcome: Has revitalized the downtown district by
encouraging adaptive reuse to create a vibrant downtown
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Colorado Blvd, Old Pas, Pasadena, CA

3.3 Village Signage Regulations
The City's existing signage standards are not tailored to the identity and distinct character of the
Village. Signage specifications for Pendleton Street would be generally the same as Laurens Road or
other auto-oriented commercial corridors. For example, painted signs are treated as wall signs in the
City Code, limited to 200 square feet in surface area and other specifications. This limits the creative
expression of artists and tenants working together to create authentic signage that relates to the
building materials and the Village's character and identity. That said, the public survey identified,
perhaps not surprisingly, a wide array of preferences on the exact nature and boldness of sign type,
size, and materials.
Specific signage regulations should be developed, as a
companion to the new zoning framework, that reflect the
unique identity of the Village as Greenville's eclectic arts
district.
Signage regulations should have input from artists, tenants,
and property owners.
Allow for painted wall signs by right with greater flexibility
and creative license for artists
Allow for icon signage, including rooftop industrial signs on
Catalyst Sites with heightened approval process

3.4 VOWG Community Benefit Fund
To plan for inclusive growth, cities are increasingly looking at
striking a balance between redevelopment and reinvestment in
existing neighborhoods and identifying tools to mitigate
displacement of existing communities.
The VOWG Community Benefit Fund will allow for new
development on Catalyst Sites to access bonus height floor
area in exchange for contributions at an established price
per square foot and can be used as a fee in lieu of affordable
housing units. The dollars received in the Community
Benefit Fund will be reinvested into various community
benefits and infrastructure improvements throughout the
Village and adjoining West Greenville neighborhood.
3.5 Village Action Plan Implementation Committee
Given the diverse and active stakeholders present in the Village
and that many of the recommendations would benefit from
local input, a practical recommendation is to form an
implementation committee to work together with staff to
identify priorities and opportunities to advance action items
forward. Committee members should include artists, small
business owners, property owners, nonprofit organizations and
residents living in the Village.
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WYNWOOD NORTE PUBLIC BENEFITS
TRUST FUND
The Wynwood Norte Public Benefits Fund
was adopted by City of Miami in March 2021
as part of legislation to implement the
Wynwood Norte Community Vision Plan.
The Public Benefits Fund serves as a value
capture mechanism. New development
can access bonus height floor area in
exchange for contributions at an
established price per square foot
(currently $13.66 per square foot). The
dollars received into the trust fund are
reinvested into existing affordable
housing and community infrastructure
within the NRD-2 boundaries.

Credit: PlusUrbia Design

V. READY FOR ACTION
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Ready for Action
The timing of the Village Action Plan comes about on the heels of the adoption of GVL2040, the City's
blueprint for sustainable growth and improving quality of life for Greenville's residents for the next 20
years. The Village Action Plan is aligned and articulates the values of Enterprising, Resourceful, Inclusive,
and Courageous.
Looking at the factors at play, the City has an opportunity with the Village Action Plan to chart a course
for implementation of an authentic urban node focused around strategies for connectivity, activation,
and inclusive growth to unlock the potential of the Village of West Greenville.
It's safe to say the Village is ready for action. Many of the recommendations set forth in Section IV of the
Village Action Plan come directly from Village stakeholders and City officials, rolling up their collective
sleeves to advance positive change in the Village. Several recommendations have found legs in recent
months, including the Phase 7 Pendleton Streetscape Improvements, which will strengthen the eastern
gateway anchor of the Village and enhance accessibility for area residents. Community organizations and
property owners in the Village have also started exploring activation strategies like Third Thursdays at
Poe West, which create new opportunities for local entrepreneurs, artists, and residents to participate in
the evolution of the Village.
Section V sets forth a roadmap for implementation, identifying recommendations as short-term versus
long-term, and those items which anticipate the need for intergovernmental coordination. Additionally,
the Priorities in Action include those key recommendations ripe for immediate implementation.as "First
Movers" because they are critical to unlocking the Village's potential and/or they are items that have
already gained momentum during preparation of the Village Action Plan.
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES
AUTHENTIC CHARACTER

READY FOR ACTION
CONNECTIVITY

1.1 - WAYFINDING SIGNAGE
1.2 - GATEWAY SIGNAGE
1.3 - PENDLETON STREETSCAPE IMPROVEMENTS (PHASE VII)
1.4 - PENDLETON STREET COLORFUL CROSSWALK INTERVENTION
1.5 - VILLAGE WEST GATEWAY PEDESTRIAN ISLAND
1.6 - PENDLETON STREET PROTECTED BIKE LANES
1.7 - CENTRALIZED PUBLIC PARKING GARAGE
1.8 - UNITY PARK MULTI-MODAL CONNECTOR
1.9 - MICRO-MOBILITY HUB
1.10 - VILLAGE WEST ANNEXATION AREA

ACTIVATION

2.1 - TEMPORARY USE PILOT PROGRAM
2.2 - POP-UP MARKET
2.3 - VILLAGE GREEN / PERFORMANCE ART VENUE
2.4 - LOIS AVENUE TACTICAL ART INTERVENTION
2.5 - VILLAGE ARTS & CULTURAL DISTRICT
2.5.1. ARTS ENTERPRISE PROPERTY TAX CREDIT
2.5.2. BUSINESS TAX RECEIPT ARTS ENTERPRISE EXEMPTION
2.6 - FACADE IMPROVEMENT GRANT PROGRAM
2.7 - SHARED WASTE COLLECTION PROGRAM

REGULATION

3.1 - VOWG ZONING FRAMEWORK
3.2 - VOWG PARKING TRUST FUND
3.3 - VOWG SIGNAGE REGULATIONS
3.4 - VOWG COMMUNITY BENEFIT FUND
3.5 - VILLAGE ACTION PLAN IMPLEMENTATION COMMITTEE

IMPLEMENTATION
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INTERGOVERNMENTAL
COOPERATION

UNIQUE IDENTITY
QUALITY NEIGHBORHOOD

TIMEFRAME

LONG TERM
SHORT TERM
SHORT TERM
SHORT TERM
LONG TERM
LONG TERM
LONG TERM
LONG TERM
LONG TERM
LONG TERM

SHORT TERM
SHORT TERM
SHORT TERM
SHORT TERM
LONG TERM

SHORT TERM
SHORT TERM

LONG TERM
LONG TERM
LONG TERM
LONG TERM
SHORT TERM

INCLUSIVE GROWTH
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